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Z* resonances: Phenomenology and models
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We explore the phenomenology of, and models for, theZ* resonances, the lowest of which is now well
established, and called theQ. We provide an overview of three models which have been proposed to explain
its existence and/or its small width, and point out other relevant predictions and potential problems, for each.
The relation to what is known aboutKN scattering, including possible resonance signals in other channels, is
also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strangeness11 baryon resonances (Z* ’s! have been
treated with considerable disdain in the past~see, for ex-
ample, the comments by the Particle Data Group@1# for
1992, the last year they were discussed!. Even at that time
there were candidates forZ* resonances@2,3#. It is interest-
ing to notice that the paper@4# following the latter of these
references increased the spin-orbit force by a factor of 3
cloudy bag model calculation in a desperate attempt to
duce the need for theZ* resonances. The results of the 19
analysis were largely confirmed in a later analysis@5# by the
same group and are roughly consistent with Ref.@2#. More
recently it was shown that the poles found in the 1992 an
sis correspond to peaks in the time delay and speed plots@6#.

Theoretically, multiquark states were considered long a
in the bag model, and the masses ofZ* configurations cal-
culated in some detail for the negative parity sector@7#.
However, these states typically suffer from the presence
fall-apart mode and are usually associated with poles in thp
matrix @8# rather than with real resonances~poles in thet
matrix!. Even that association has been questioned@9#.

In the Skyrme and chiral soliton models of the nucleo
states with exotic quantum numbers occur naturally thro
the presence of solutions corresponding to higher flavor
resentations. In theSU(2)F case, an early embarrassment f
these models, was the prediction ofI 5J55/2,7/2, . . . ,
states. These states arise via projection from the same in
sic state as the ground state. Since theI 5J55/2,Y51 state,
in particular, was not seen, it was assumed to be an artifa
the model.~The model is natural in theNc5` limit, but
would in general require 1/Nc corrections in the real world.!

The SU(3)F version of the model also predicts a numb
of higher states, these occurring in various exotic multiple
10F , 27F , 35F , etc. TheSU(2) I 5J55/2 state lies in an
SU(3)F 35F and theI 5J57/2 in an 81F . The Z* reso-
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nances with isospin 0, 1, and 2 lie in the10F , 27F , and35F

representations, respectively.~In pentaquark models these a
the only representations with strangeness11.! The existence
of such a10F state was noted long ago@10,11#. Since such
resonances did not correspond to 3-quark states they te
to be ignored. This changed with the work of Ref.@12# and
the follow-up work of Refs.@13,14# where a narrow state in
the 1500–1600 MeV region was predicted~see also Refs.
@15,16#!. A narrow strangeness11 state was then found ex
perimentally in this energy region@17–23# generating a good
deal of subsequent theoretical discussion@15,16,24–51#. It is
now necessary to understand the nature of this state and
implications of its existence. The existence of a new narr
resonance in a region of the baryon spectrum thought pr
ously to be reasonably well understood@52# raises questions
about how good this understanding actually is. In particu
it raises the possibility~or, perhaps, likelihood! that states
with nonexotic quantum numbers may be either structura
similar to the recently observed exotic~pentaquark! state, or
contain significant admixtures of such exotic configu
tion~s!.

In this paper we consider the phenomenology of theZ*
resonances, including the recently discoveredQ. We explore
the implications of a number of models compatible with t
existence of aZ* resonance in the region of theQ for the
as-yet-undetermined quantum numbers of theQ, and con-
sider other potentially observableZ* states predicted by
those models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
summarize the current experimental situation for theZ*
resonances and relatedKN scattering results. In Sec. III we
discuss the results from various soliton model calculatio
with an emphasis on implications for possible states bey
the Q(1540). In Sec. IV we discuss models based on
explicit pentaquark structure, involving interquark intera
tions mediated by either effective Goldstone boson, or eff
tive color magnetic, exchange, and compare the two
proaches. In Sec. V we discuss briefly recent QCD sum
and lattice explorations of theI 50,1 Z* sectors. Finally, in
©2004 The American Physical Society20-1
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B. K. JENNINGS AND K. MALTMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 094020 ~2004!
Sec. VI we draw conclusions and suggest directions for
ture work.

II. THE Z* PHENOMENOLOGY

In this section we summarize the phenomenology of
Z* resonances. We begin with a brief reminder of the ba
results fromKN scattering. It is known that boths-wave
phase shifts are repulsive at low energies@5#. This implies
that the central part of theKN interaction will produce noKN
potential model resonances. In thep-wave sector, theP01
andP13 waves are attractive while theP03 andP11 waves
are repulsive. This suggests a spin-orbit potential with diff
ent signs in the two isospin sectors. These qualitative
tures are correctly described in a number of approaches
cloudy bag model@4#, the meson exchange picture@53,54#,
and both the quark Born term@55#, and resonating group@56#
approaches to the nonrelativistic quark model.

The 1982 version of the ‘‘Review of Particle Propertie
@2# lists five Z* resonancesZ0(1780) ~P01!, Z0(1865)
~D03!, Z1(1900) ~P13!, Z1(2150), andZ1(2500). The last
two have no spin or parity assignment. An analysis ofK1p
scattering in 1985@3# found evidence for three states: P13
1780 MeV, P11 at 1720 MeV, and D15 at 2160 MeV. A mo
complete analysis@5#, going to higher energies and also i
cluding I 50, found four resonances. Their properties a
listed in lines 2–5 of Table I. For the last two experimen
determinations, the mass is the pole location, while for
first it is the Breit-Wigner peak location. The two should n
be expected to be identical. Reference@5# also gives Argand
plots which show strong forward looping for the first three
these states. Reference@6# shows speed and time delay plo
which are also consistent with the resonance interpretati

In addition to the phase shift analysis, there are a num
of recent photoproduction experiments@17,19,20,22# all of
which see a narrow resonance atm;1540 MeV, with a
width consistent with experimental resolution. Explicitly th
results arem51540610 MeV, G,25 MeV @17#; m51543
65 MeV, G,22 MeV @19#; m5154065 MeV, G
,25 MeV @20#; andm51555610 MeV, G,26 MeV @22#.
Two of the experiments, Refs.@20,22#, report negative results
in their searches for aQ11 signal. A narrow signal in the
same region has also been seen inK1Xe scattering@18#, as

TABLE I. The experimentalZ* resonances. The mass ran
quote for the lowest resonance corresponds to the range of ce
values found in the experiments of Refs.@17–23#. The limit on the
width is a conservative one, compatible with the limits reported
all of Refs. @29–31#. The parameters of the higher states are fr
Ref. @5#.

Mass Width Quantum
~MeV! ~MeV! numbers

1528–1555 ,6 (I ,JP)5(0?,?)
1788 340 D03
1811 236 P13
1831 190 P01
2074 503 D15
09402
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well as in a recent reanalysis of oldn/ n̄ bubble chamber data
@21#. The former findsm5153962 MeV, G,9 MeV @18#,
the latter m5153365 MeV, G,20 MeV @21#. The
HERMES Collaboration has also presented evidence fo
narrow Q1 in eD→pKsX at a beam energy of 27.6 GeV
with m515286362 MeV, G,20 MeV @23#, and no sign
of a Q11 signal. The failure to observe aQ11 in gp
→K2K1p, in both the SAPHIR@20# and CLAS@22# experi-
ments, if correct, rules out the proposed isotensor assignm
suggested in Ref.@25#. An I 50 assignment is most natural i
light of these results. However, anI 51 assignment is still

possible since, ingp→K̄KN, three different reduced isospi
matrix elements appear ifI Q51, allowing a cancellation to
occur in theK2K1p production amplitude. The absence
the HERMES experiment, however, is very unnatural for
I 51 Q in the higher multiplicity production environmen
and hence, it seems to us, strongly favorI 50.

In addition to the direct upper limits on the width alread
noted, indirect upper limits have been obtained using inf
mation from elastic scattering. Reference@29# gives G
,6 MeV, while Ref.@30# finds a limit of a few MeV, and
prefers a width of an MeV or smaller. Bounds of,1
24 MeV ~from a consideration ofK1d scattering data! and
,0.960.3 MeV ~from a consideration of the signal in th
DIANA experiment @18#! have also been obtained in Re
@31#.

In settling on the entries for the mass and width of t
Q(1540) in Table I, we have taken a conservative appro
and quoted the full range of central values for the mass
tained in the various experiments, and the largest of the
ported upper bounds. It is likely that the width is signi
cantly smaller than this upper bound.

The example of theQ shows that important information
can be obtained from knowing that no resonance has b
seen in a given energy region in the existingKN database.
Indeed, we must take into account not only the resonan
that have been claimed, but also the absence of any o
resonance signals. TheKN phase shift analysis@5# saw no
resonances below 1788 MeV. A resonance could have b
missed if it was too narrow@as in the case of theQ(1540)]
or if it was very wide. A medium-width resonance shou
have been seen, if it exists. Similarly, Refs.@19,20,22# would
have seen a resonance if it were narrow, at least if its m
were below;1800 MeV. References@20,22#, in particular,
were able to rule outI 52 states in this range as a result
their increased sensitivity to the12 charge state.

The nominal threshold for theKD channel is 1725 MeV.
A state with a mass significantly below this value can dec
only to KN or, with additional phase space suppressi
KpN. We would expect such a state to have been seen,
exists. Above;1725 MeV, the opening of theKD channel
could make anI 51 or 2 state broad. TheK* N threshold is
at 1830 MeV and gives an additional open channel for hig
mass states withI 50 or 1.

We conclude that below;1725 MeV there is likely only
one Y52 resonance, theQ(1540). Above;1725 MeV, a
resonance may have been missed only if it is very broad
decays predominately into a channel other thatKN.

tral
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Z* RESONANCES: PHENOMENOLOGY AND MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 094020 ~2004!
III. THE CHIRAL SOLITON MODEL

Here we review the results obtained from the Skyrme a
Chiral soliton models. We rely on Refs.@12–16,36,38,40#.
Our aim is ~i! to explore the extent to which these mode
make predictions different from those of the pentaqu
models presented in the next section and~ii ! to see what
additional experimental information would serve to best t
the soliton model approach.

It is worth noting that there has been some recent de
over the validity of the rigid rotor approximation for th
quantization of the relevant collective modes in the soli
picture, in particular concerning the relation of this appro
mation to the largeNc limit of QCD @37,39,41,42#. Potential
problems with the rigid rotor approximation forS511 ex-
otic states were noted long ago@59#. More recently, the ques
tion of whether it is safe to neglect the couplings betwe
collective rotational modes and other degrees of freedom
largeNc was raised in connection with the observation th
the splitting of exotic from nonexotic baryon states does
go to zero asNc→` @37#. That the rigid rotor approximation
is not necessarily exact in the exotic sector, even in the la
Nc limit, is seen explicitly in the toy model constructed b
Pobylitsa @41#. Cohen @42# has also provided argumen
showing that, in general, in the exotic sector, the exotic c
lective rotational modes need not decouple from the vib
tional modes, even asNc→`. Significant vibrational-
rotation coupling was also seen explicitly, forNc53, in the
results of Ref.@13#. None of these observations, howev
rules out the possibility that treating the collective rotatio
as the dominant degrees of freedom in the low energy pa
the spectrum might be a good phenomenological approxi
tion. Vibrational-rotational mixing is, in fact, likely to be
most important for states with nonexotic quantum numbe
where nonexotic radially excited configurations and lo
lying exotic configurations with the same quantum numb
may lie close together. This expectation is borne out in
explicit calculations of Ref.@13#.

There is a consensus among the various soliton mo
calculations that a state with P01,Y52 quantum numbers
and a relatively narrow width should occur in the 1500–16
MeV mass range. This state lies in a10F . A relatively nar-
row result for the width of this state was reported in R
@12#, though the precise value quoted~15 MeV! has been
subsequently questioned@57#. A corrected version of the DPP
calculation, given by Jaffe @58#, yields instead Gu
;30 MeV. The narrow width results in part from a cance
lation @12,13# between the contributions of operators prop
tional to parametersG0 andG1 which are, respectively, lead
ing and next-to-leading order in the 1/Nc expansion. It has
been shown, however, that in the largeNc counting, the co-
efficient of the 1/Nc operator matrix element receives a
O(Nc) enhancement relative to the leading order opera
contribution, so the two canceling contributions are forma
of the same order inNc @43#. A width for theQ significantly
less than the width of theD is, therefore, quite natural in th
soliton picture@43#. To satisfy theGQ,6 (;1?) MeV ex-
perimental bound, however, the numerical cancellation ha
be rather close. Thus, though a relatively narrow (; few
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10’s of MeV! width is natural, avery narrow (;1 MeV)
width is less so, since it requires a rather close fine-tuning
the magnitudes of the parametersG0 andG1.

In addition to the lowest-lying, P01,Y52 state, there
should be other nearby members of the10F multiplet. The
first state of interest here is the P11,Y51 member, having
nucleon quantum numbers.

In the original work of Ref.@12# ~DPP!, the 10F N state
was identified with theN(1710), which identification was
used to fix the average mass of the10F multiplet. ~This is no
longer true of the most recent update@40#; we will discuss
the updated version below.! The splitting within the10F was
determined by the then-current value (;45 MeV @61#! of the
nucleon sigma term. The10F assignment for theN(1710) is
subject to several possible objections. In Ref.@13#, for in-
stance, onceSU(3)F breaking was taken into account, theN
state in this region was found to have sizable components
only of the10F configuration, but also of the radially excite
8F state, as well as states in the27F and 35F multiplets.
There are also potential problems associated with the
dicted decay widths: the soliton model predicts theDp de-
cay width to be a factor of 2.2 smaller than theNh decay
width for a pure10F state, whereas theN(1710) has a large
Dp but smallNh branching fraction@62#. ~A large relative
Nh branching fraction is also predicted in the positive par
pentaquark scenario of Ref.@28#.! In addition, the more com-
plete calculation of Refs.@14,15# shows two states close to
gether in this mass range, one coming from the rotation,
one from the vibration of the soliton.~The claim of Ref.@28#
that the soliton model does not have a nearby8F with which
the 10F can mix ignores the presence of the vibration
states. The Roper would be predominately a vibrational s
in the soliton picture.! The vibrational (8F) and rotational
(10F) states mix strongly in the analysis of Refs.@13,15#.
This mixing will, no doubt, have an important effect on th
predicted branching ratios. The analysis of Ref.@63# does, in
fact, suggest that there are twoN states in this region. Two
states are probably necessary in both the soliton and pos
parity pentaquark models~see the next section for a discu
sion of the pentaquarks!.

The recent report by the NA49 Collaboration of an exo
J22 state with m5186262 MeV and G,18 MeV @60#,
necessitated a refitting of theSU(3)F-breaking parameters o
the original DPP analysis@40#. This refitting turns out to
require a different assignment for theN(1710), which is per-
haps welcome in light of the comments above. The reaso
as follows. The NA49 state can be naturally interpreted
the I 53/2 S522 10F partner,J3/2, of the Q. This state
was originally predicted to have a mass of 2070 MeV
DPP. Assuming the10F assignment is correct, and taking th
Q andJ3/2 masses as input, one obtains a alternate solu
for the symmetry-breaking parameters of the model. Tak
the result of the ChPT analysis for the light quark mass ra
2ms /(md1mu)524.461.5 @64# as input, this solution cor-
responds to a nucleon sigma term of 7765 MeV, somewhat
higher than, though not incompatible with, the more rec
experimental determination of Ref.@65#, sN56467 MeV.
0-3
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B. K. JENNINGS AND K. MALTMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 094020 ~2004!
The interpretation of the NA49 signal as the10F partner of
the Q is thus phenomenologically acceptable in the soli
picture. With this interpretation, the10F N state lies between
1650 and 1690 MeV, once one takes into account mix
with the ground state nucleon, and hence is no longer to
identified with theN(1710) @40# ~though mixing with the
radially excited8F state, not considered in Ref.@40#, may
complicate this picture!.

It is worth stressing that, in the approach of Refs.@12,40#,
once theQ andJ3/2 masses are employed as input,all pa-
rameters in the model are fully determined. Precise pre
tions then follow for the locations of other exotic baryo
states. Of particular interest for testing the soliton picture
those exotic states lying in the next lowest multiplet, hav
JP53/21, 27F quantum numbers. These states were con
ered in detail in Ref.@36#, using the original DPP parametr
zation for the symmetry-breaking terms. It turns out that
modified fit necessitated by the NA49 observation sign
cantly alters the predictions for most of these exotic sta
The results for the masses from Ref.@36#, together with the
modified results obtained using the updated parametriza
of Ref. @40#, are given in Table II@66,67#. We note that~i!
the I 51 JP53/21 Z* resonance, denotedQ1, lies rather
close to theQ (mQ1

2mQ,90 MeV), ~ii ! while the position

of theQ1 is only modestly altered by the updated parame
zation, the masses of the remaining27F ,3/21 exotics are all
significantly lowered, and~iii ! with the updated parametriza
tion, the exoticJP53/21 I 53/2 cascade stateJ27 is pre-
dicted to lie only 46 MeV above the analogous10F J3/2
state. The lowering of the masses of the27F exotics will
have a significant impact, through reduced phase space
the prediction for the widths of these states@36#. The pres-
ence of a27F J3/2 state should be detectable through t
existence of aJ* p decay branch, which isSU(3)F forbid-
den for a10F state, but allowed for a27F state.

While fitting theQ andJ3/2 masses fixes the paramete
of the DPP version of the soliton approach, one should b
in mind thatSU(3)F breaking is treated only to first order i
ms in Refs. @12,36,40#. It has been argued elsewhere th
higher-order-in-ms corrections may not be negligible@15,16#.
The somewhat high value ofsN obtained from the update
linear-in-ms fit may also argue for the presence of high
order corrections. In order to get a feel for the uncertain
associated with such differences in implementation

TABLE II. Predictions for the masses of exotic states in t
JP53/21, 27F multiplet in the DPP implementation ofSU(3)F

breaking in the soliton model picture. The results of Ref.@36#, given
in the third column, are based on the original DPP parameter set
results denoted ‘‘updated’’ on the modified set obtained using thQ
andJ3/2 masses as input. Masses are given in MeV.

State (I ,S) Ref. @36# Updated

Q1 ~1,1! 1595 1628
G27 (2,21) 1904 1727
J27 ( 3

2 ,22) 2052 1908

V27 (1,23) 2200 2088
09402
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SU(3)F breaking, we compare the results of the updated
above to those of Ref.@15#. The latter were obtained usin
the same leading-order-in-Nc O(ms) SU(3)F-breaking op-
erator as in DPP, and one of the two next-to-leading-order
Nc O(ms) operators, but diagonalizing to all orders rath
than truncating at first order inms .

The comparison of the results for the nearby exotic sta
in the two approaches is given in Table III. We see that
sensitivity to the treatment ofSU(3)F breaking is rather
modest, the largest discrepancy being 82 MeV. This occ
for the case of the10F J3/2 state, which comes out somewh
low in comparison with experiment in the approach of R
@15#. One should, however, bear in mind that theJ3/2 mass
was used as input in fixing the model parameters in Ref.@40#
while the value, 1780 MeV@15#, obtained in Ref.@15# was a
prediction, made in advance of the NA49 observation. T
value of Ref. @15# is rather similar to the estimate
;1750 MeV, given in the pentaquark model of Ref.@28#.
The agreement between two such apparently different m
els is quite surprising. One should also bear in mind that
‘‘all-orders’’ treatment of Ref.@15# includes only the higher-
order-in-ms effects generated by diagonalizing the lea
order-in-ms operators. Additional effects associated wi
higher-order-in-ms effective operators have been neglecte
For the sake of both~i! verifying that it is possible to repro
duce the observedJ3/2 mass in the all-orders-diagonalizatio
approach and~ii ! determining the size of the shifts in th
masses associated solely with the higher order diagona
tion corrections, it would be interesting to add the remain
next-to-leading-order-in-Nc SU(3)F-breaking operator em
ployed in DPP to the analysis of Ref.@15#. Note that any
pentaquark model which predicts theQ will also predict ex-
otic J states obtained from theQ by interchanging the
strange quark and one species of light quarks̄⇒ū, u⇒s or
similarly for the d. The existence of such states thus do
not, by itself, distinguish between the soliton and pentaqu
pictures.

Let us return to theQ1, which is the next lowest lyingZ*
resonance after theQ in all of the soliton model analysis. We
have seen that there is only very modest sensitivity to
treatment ofSU(3)F breaking in the predicted mass of th

he

TABLE III. Results for the masses~in MeV! of the nearby ex-
otic states lying above theQ. Results in the column labeled ‘‘Lin-
ear’’ correspond to the linear-in-ms treatment with the updated val
ues of the fit parameters obtained using theQ andJ3/2 masses as
input. Results in the column labeled ‘‘All Orders’’ are those fro
Ref. @15#, and correspond to the all-orders-in-ms diagonalization
explained in the text.

State (F,JP,I ,S) Linear All orders

J3/2 (10,1
2

1, 3
2 ,22) 1862 ~fit! 1780

Q1 (27,32
1,1,1) 1628 1650

G27 (27,32
1,2,21) 1727 1690

J27 (27,32
1, 3

2 ,22) 1908 1850

V27 (27,32
1,1,23) 2089 2020
0-4
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Z* RESONANCES: PHENOMENOLOGY AND MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 094020 ~2004!
Q1 in the two rigid rotor approaches discussed above
somewhat higher mass,;148 MeV above theQ, is obtained
in the bound state approach to strangeness in the so
model @38#, though one should bear in mind, as pointed o
by the authors of Ref.@38#, that somewhat larger-than
expectedSU(3)F-breaking modifications of the paramete
of the model are necessary to accommodate theQ in this
approach. An interesting observation made in Ref.@38# is
that, independent of the details of the implementation of
bound state approach, a particular linear combination of
splittings of theI 51 27F , JP53/21 and27F , JP51/21 Z*
resonances from theQ is determined solely by the pioni
moment of inertia,I p , which is very well constrained by th
D-N splitting. One thus has the following sum rule relatin
the Z* splittings to theD-N splitting

2

3
@m27F,3/212mQ#1

1

3
@m27F,1/212mQ#

5
2

3
@mD2mN#5195 MeV. ~1!

Since the27F , 1/21 Z* state lies significantly above the27F
3/21 (Q1) state, for any phenomenological acceptable
rametrization of the model, anI 51 Q1 partner of theQ
appears unavoidable below;1700 MeV in this framework.
This feature is thus common to both the bound state and r
rotor versions of the chiral soliton model.

Whether or not a relatively low-lying state such as theu1
should be observable in existing~or future! experiments de-
pends on its width. If one employs only the leading-order-
Nc operator of DPP, one obtains an estimateGQ1

.80 MeV

@36#. It seems to us it would be surprising if aS511 state
with G;80 MeV had not been seen in either the product
or scattering experiments discussed in the previous sec
@68#. Even the higher estimates of;165021690 MeV for
the mass are likely to be problematic, since the firstY52,
P13 state seen in the data is the one at 1811 MeV. The s
isospin excitation energy for theQ thus appears to be
factor of ;2 or more too small in the soliton model ap
proach, assuming the earlier experimental results are cor
As we will see in the next section, the pentaquark pict
also predicts a low lyingI 51 excitation of theQ, and hence
suffers from the same apparent problem.

The nextZ* state, with (I ,JP)5(1,1/21) quantum num-
bers, is predicted to lie significantly higher than the cor
sponding (1,3/21) state~for example, at 2030 MeV in the
rigid rotor approximation using the original DPP parame
set@36#, 1861 MeV using the updated parameter values,
1830 MeV in the bound state approach@38#!. Its width is
likely to be rather large@68#. With a large width, it would
become important to consider corrections to the rigid coll
tive coordinate rotation approximation, which might signi
cantly affect the prediction for the mass. A broad state co
also easily have escaped detection in the scattering ex
ments.

Whether or not the soliton model can quantitatively a
commodate the putative D03 and D15 resonances is no
clear. Reference@15# suggests, based on an analogy w
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nonexotic channels, that the D03 and D15 resonances
be quadrupole excitations of the lower P01 and P13 re
nances. It also~i! suggests that the 1831 P01 state may be
radial excitation of theQ and~ii ! argues for the presence o
a low-lying S01 resonance, which has not been seen. M
detailed calculations of the excited exotic states in the sol
model are needed in order to see whether these expecta
are actually borne out, in quantitative terms.

Finally, apropos the proposed isotensor assignment for
Q @25#, we comment that the lowest-lyingI 52 state comes
out very high in the soliton model (;1950 MeV in Ref.@15#
and 2035 MeV in the bound state approach@38#!. Rather
similar values (;1980 MeV) are obtained in either th
Goldstone-boson-exchange or color-magnetic-exchange
sions of the pentaquark picture. Thus in all of these
proaches the isotensor assignment is strongly disfavored

In summary, the soliton model accounts fairly well for th
observed properties of theQ, provided the resonance quan
tum numbers turn out to be (I ,JP)5(0,1/21). Potential
problems for the approach are the need for a second nuc
state near 1710 MeV, and the location of theY52, (I ,JP)
5(1,3/21) state. The exoticJ3/2 is predicted to lie some-
what low in one version of the model@15# but can be accom-
modated with not-unreasonable parameter values. Impro
experimental data in the energy region of the problema
states would be useful, as would experimental searches
the other predicted exotics, and explicit calculations for
location of the lowest exotic negative parity states.

If the quantum numbers of theQ(1540) are other than
(I ,JP)5(0,1/21) the soliton model is in serious, and prob
ably terminal, trouble: not only will it have predicted a sta
that has not been found, it will have failed to predict a st
that has been.

IV. Z* RESONANCES AS PENTAQUARKS

In order to construct aZ* state similar to theQ(1540)
one in the quark model, one requires a configuration wit
minimum of four light (u,d) quarks and ones̄ quark. There
is a long history of interest in, and quark-model-based st
ies of, channels where such pentaquark configurations m
occur @4,7,54–56,69–73#. The discovery of theQ has
sparked renewed interest in this@24,27–29,32–35,46#, as
well as other@26,44,47–51#, approaches. We discuss he
two versions of the quark model approach: one in which
spin-dependentqq interactions are generated by effectiv
Goldstone boson exchange between constituent quarks@74#
~the GB case!, and one in which they are generated by effe
tive color-magnetic exchange~the CM case!. The bag model
and nonrelativistic constituent quark model represent t
different implementations of the CM approach. We refer
the interactions in both the GB and CM cases, collectively
‘‘hyperfine’’ interactions.

In the GB case, the effective interaction has the form

HGB5 (
i , j 51, . . . ,4

HGB
i j

52CGB (
i , j 51, . . . ,4,F

@lW i
F
•lW j

F#@sW i•sW j # f F~r i j !, ~2!
0-5
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where the sum oni , j runs over the four light quarks, that o
F runs over the octet of pseudo-Goldstone bos
(p, K, h), and the form off F(r i j ) employed in the mode
may be found in Ref.@71#. Note that in Refs.@24,35# an
approximate, ‘‘schematic’’ version ofHGB was employed, in
which the spatial dependence of the interaction was omit
As we will see below, this approximation can lead to a s
nificant overestimate of the hyperfine attraction available
the positive parity sector, and hence should be treated
some caution.~Reference@33# performs a similar schemati
treatment of the CM interaction.! As in Ref. @71# we do not
include GB-induced interactions between the light qua
and s̄ in the putative pentaquark states in order to av
incorporating interactions which would correspond to the
change of Goldstone bosons in the Goldstone boson t
particle subchannel, s̄ (,5u,d).

In the CM case, the effective interaction has the form

HCM5 (
i , j 51, . . . ,5

HCM
i j

52CCM (
i , j 51, . . . ,5

@FW i
c
•FW j

c#@sW i•sW j # f ~r i j !m i j , ~3!

where the sum now runs over all pairs~with 5 labeling thes̄
quark!, FW i

c5lW i /2 for i 51, . . . ,4, andFW 5
c52l5

W * /2. The fac-
tor m i j is defined to be 1 ifi j is a light quark pair. In the
SU(3)F limit m i5[m̂ is also equal to 1. Phenomenological
one requiresm̂.0.6 in order to account forL-S splitting in
the model. We will consider both zero range and finite ran
versions off (r i j ) in what follows.

Before quoting results for the negative and positive pa
hyperfine expectations in the models, it is worthwhile poi
ing out certain generic features associated with the p
taquark picture. First note thatZ* resonances withI 50,1,2
lie in the 4q flavor multiplets @ f #F

4q5@22#, @31# and @4#,
respectively. Combining these with the antiquark flavor ta
leau @11# one obtains theSU(3)F representations

@22# ^ @11#510% 8,

@31# ^ @11#527% 8% 10,

@4# ^ @11#535% 10. ~4!

The Z* states lie in the first of the flavor multiplets on th
right-hand side~RHS! in all cases. These are the only po
sibleZ* flavor classifications possible in the pentaquark p
ture. In the absence of flavor-dependent interactions betw
the antiquark and the quarks~as is the case for both the G
and CM models outlined above!, the multiplets on the RHS’s
of Eqs.~4! are degenerate in theSU(3)F limit. ~If one allows
configurations containings quarks, one also has@211#
^ @11#, which contains degenerate8F and 1F pentaquark
configurations.! The nonexotic states of the10F , 27F , and
35F will thus mix strongly with the corresponding membe
of the accompanying8F and/or10F multiplets onceSU(3)F
breaking is turned on. As pointed out in Ref.@28#, a natural
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expectation is that this mixing might turn out to be ‘‘ideal
i.e., to diagonalize thess̄ pair number. As noted above, suc
mixing between members of exotic and non-exotic flav
multiplets also occurs in the soliton model, though the m
tiplets corresponding to the degenerate sets of the pentaq
scenario are typically not exactly degenerate in the soli
model case.

Second, note that, in the positive parity sector, where
presumably has one unit of orbital excitation, one must co
bine the 5-quark total spinST with the orbitalL51 to form
the total angular momentumJ. In the absence of spin-orbi
forces, the states of differentJ formed from the sameST will
be degenerate. Since, empirically, spin-orbit splittings in
baryon spectrum are typically rather small, there is a po
bility of relatively nearby spin-orbit partners for any state
the pentaquark picture. A quantitative estimate has b
made in Ref.@46#, assuming theLW •SW forces to be generate
by effective gluon exchange plus scalar confinement. Ass
ing either of the scenarios of Refs.@27,28# for the Q struc-
ture, a splitting of order 10’s of MeV between theQ and its
JP53/21 partner is found, with a conservative upper bou
of 150 MeV.

Finally we comment on the expected widths of pe
taquark Z* states. Those states withs-wave NK quantum
numbers lying aboveNK threshold have fall-apart modes an
hence will not correspond to resonances. In contrast, for p
taquark states lying aboveKN threshold, but withp- or
d-wave KN quantum numbers, the centrifugal barrier m
inhibit the decay toKN. A p-waveKN state at 1540 MeV, in
a square well of hadronic size (;0.8 fm), for example, has a
tunneling width of ;280 MeV, while a corresponding
d-wave state has a width of only;20 MeV. Taking into
account the square of the overlap withKN, the width of a
pentaquark state can be significantly smaller than theKN
tunneling width. However, especially in thep-wave case, at
1540 MeV, one is relatively near the top of the barrier and
states with significantly higher mass for which fall-apa
p-wave modes exist are expected to be very broad. N
however, that suchp-wave fall-apart modes are available
the positive parity sector only for those states where
quark spinST is 1/2. Pentaquark states withST53/2 or 5/2
would require a tensor interaction in order to decay toKN in
a p wave, and hence need not be undetectably broad, at
if they do not lie too far above the relevantp-wave fall-apart
threshold (DK or NK* for ST53/2 andDK* for ST55/2).

We now consider the hyperfine expectations for poss
Z* states in the GB and CM models, in both the negative a
positive parity sectors. In the negative parity case, all fi
quarks can be put in the lowest spatial orbital. For posit
parity, an orbital excitation is required, and we consid
states for which the orbital symmetry, classified by theS4 of
the four light quarks, is@31#L .

A. Negative parity Z* pentaquarks

In the SU(3)F limit, with all five quarks in the lowest
spatial orbital, one can factor out the common spatial ma
element and determine the hyperfine expectations by s
dard group-theoretic methods. These results are ea
0-6
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Z* RESONANCES: PHENOMENOLOGY AND MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 094020 ~2004!
checked by direct computation.SU(3)F breaking may also
be implemented by both group-theoretic methods and di
computation, providing a check on the reliability of the ca
culations. In quoting results, we will suppress the consta
CGB,CM and spatial matrix elements throughout.

The results for the GB case are given in column 2
Table IV. For reference, note that the expectation in theN is
214, which corresponds to a hyperfine energy
;2420 MeV with standard values for the parameters of
model. The results for the CM case are given in column
and 4, which correspond to theSU(3)F limit ( m̂51) and
m̂50.6, respectively. For reference, the corresponding
pectations in theN and K are 22 and 24 for m̂51 and
22 and 22.4 for m̂50.6. For I 51, where configurations
with the spin of the four light quarks,S,50,1 or 2 are all
Pauli allowed, and hence two possible states withJ51/2 or
3/2 exist, we show only the lower of the two eigenvalues

From the table, we see that, in all channels, the hyper
expectation is either repulsive or significantly less attract
than in KN. This is true for both the GB and CM case
Taking the nonhyperfine contributions into account, the m
els both predict the negative parity states to lie considera
aboveKN threshold, and also significantly above 1540 Me
One should of course bear in mind that the model treatm
of the one-body energies are subject to significant uncert
ties. In particular, the response of the vacuum to the prese
of an additional quark-antiquark pair is modeled only rath
crudely in the bag model, and not at all in the GB and C
versions of the constituent quark model. However, even
one is willing to argue that one-body energies are sign
cantly overestimated, there is no possible negative pa
channel to which it is possible to consistently assign theQ,
for reasons which we now explain.

For the CM case, the most attractive hyperfine expe
tion occurs for (I ,J)5(0,1/2). Such a configuration has
potentials-wave KN fall-apart mode and hence must be e
ther bound or nonresonant. TheQ, which is not bound, can
therefore not be assigned to the~0,1/2! channel. This argu-
ment can be avoided only for states withJ53/2 or 5/2,
which require ad wave to decay toKN. At 1540 MeV, such
a state would be very narrow, especially once the ove
with KN was taken into account. The most attractive by

TABLE IV. The lowest eigenvalues of̂HGB& and ^HCM& in
those negative parityZ* channels allowed by the Pauli principle fo
the four light quarks. The results are in units of eitherCGB or CCM

times the common spatial matrix element.

(I ,J) GB CM CM

m̂51 m̂50.6

~0,1/2! 29.33 24.67 23.33
~0,3/2! 29.33 0.33 20.33
~1,1/2! 28.00 21.44 20.78
~1,3/2! 25.33 23.00 21.27
~1,5/2! 0.00 3.33 2.80
~2,1/2! 2.67 7.33 6.27
~2,3/2! 2.67 3.33 3.87
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of these higher-spin channels is that with (I ,J)5(1,3/2). It
is, however, impossible to assign theQ to this channel since
if one did, the more attractive~0,1/2! channel would lie be-
low KN threshold. This is ruled out experimentally. Thus,
possible negative parity assignment for theQ remains in the
CM case.

In the GB case, the most attractive hyperfine interact
occurs for (I ,J)5(0,1/2) and~0,3/2!, which are degenerate
A ~0,3/2! state, which requires ad-waveKN decay, would be
narrow if located at 1540 MeV. The accompanying~0,1/2!
configuration, with its fall-aparts-waveKN mode would be
non-resonant and not a classification problem. However
we will see in the next subsection, the optimal GB hyperfi
attraction in the positive parity sector is sufficiently stro
that the lowestZ* state has positive parity. Since noZ*
resonance is observed below theQ, it follows that a negative
parity assignment is ruled out also in the GB case.

We conclude that, should theQ turn out to have negative
parity, it will be necessary to abandon both the CM and G
models~as well as the current implementations of the solit
model! for any future applications in the multiquark secto

B. Positive parity Z* pentaquarks

In the positive parity sector, a large number of indepe
dent Pauli-allowed states exist having@31#L light quark or-
bital symmetry. Since, for a color singlet 4, s̄ state, the light
quark color is necessarily@211#C , the joint spin-isospin-
orbital symmetry of the four light quarks must be@31# ISL .
Once one takes into account the coupling of the spin of ths̄
to S, to form ST , one finds 4 such independent@31# ISL states
in the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel, 3 in the~0,3/2! channel, 6 in
the ~1,1/2! channel, 5 in the~1,3/2! channel, 2 each in the
~2,1/2! and~2,3/2! channels, and 1 each in the~0,5/2!, ~1,5/2!
and ~2,5/2! channels. The, s̄ interactions in the CM mode
couple states with the sameST , but differentS, , while such
couplings are absent in the version of the GB model e
ployed here. While one can simply construct the full set
states in each channel, compute the hyperfine expectat
and diagonalize the resulting matrix, a physical understa
ing of the origin of the lowest possible eigenvalues, and
good approximation to the structure of the correspond
lowest-lying eigenstates, can be obtained from simple ph
cal arguments based on a consideration of attractive corr
tions accessible in the 4, s̄ sector.

In the GB model, the only attractives-wave ,, correla-
tions are those withI 5S50, C53̄ and I 5S51, C53̄. In
these configurations, the hyperfine pair expectations, s
pressingCGB and the spatial matrix elements, are28 and
24/3, respectively. There are no attractive,,, configura-
tions, apart from the nucleon. Organizing the four lig
quarks into twoI 5S50, C53̄ pairs, thus takes optimal ad
vantage of the strong hyperfine attraction in that channel.
pointed out in Refs.@28,29#, such a two-cluster configura
tion, coupled to net color 3C @the ‘‘Jaffe-Wilczek~JW! cor-
relation’’#, is forbidden unless the two clusters are in a re
tive p wave. Neglecting interactions between the clusters
well as further cross-cluster light-quark antisymmetrizati
0-7
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effects~both suppressed by the relativep wave between the
clusters!, the GB hyperfine expectation for such a configu
tion is 216, which is now more attractive than in theN. This
configuration is possible only in the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) chan-
nel. The (I ,S,)5(0,0) configuration constructed from tw
I 5S51, C53̄ pairs, which is also present in the (I ,ST)
5(0,1/2) channel, has a hyperfine attraction of28/3 in the
same approximation, and can mix with the JW correla
state to reduce the hyperfine expectation even further.
thus expect the hyperfine expectation in the GB model to~i!
be minimized in the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel,~ii ! be less
than 216, and~iii ! correspond to a state dominated by t
JW correlation. We will see that these expectations are bo
out by the results of the full calculations given below.
terms of the light quarkS4↓S23S2 substate labels in the
spin, isospin, color and orbital sectors, the JW state, neg
ing cross-cluster antisymmetrization, is

uJW&5u@211#CAA&u@22# IAA&u@22#SAA&u@31#LSS&. ~5!

With our phase conventions, theISC overlap of this state
with the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) N123K45 configuration is 1/2A6.
The p-wave KN decay width will thus be naturally small
@;280(1/24)f 2 MeV.10f 2 MeV, wheref is a spatial over-
lap factor# for a state at 1540 MeV dominated by the J
correlation. The next most attractive correlation is that
volving one I 5S50, C53̄ and oneI 5S51, C53̄ light
quark pair. This configuration has (I ,S,)5(1,1), and pro-
duces degenerate (I ,ST)5(1,1/2) and~1,3/2! configurations
when combined with thes̄ quark. The hyperfine expectatio
is 228/3, before additional mixing is included.

The situation, though somewhat more complicated,
similar in the CM case. Here the only attractive,, correla-
tions are those withI 5S50, C53̄ and I 50, S51, C56.
The hyperfine expectations, again suppressingCCM and spa-
tial matrix elements, are22 and 21/3, respectively. A
strongly attractive light quark configuration is again form
by constructing the JW correlation, whose CM hyperfine
pectation is24. The JW correlation has (I ,S,)5(0,0), and
hence is present only in the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel. The
(I ,S,)5(0,1) correlation produced by combining oneI 5S

50, C53̄ and oneI 50, S51, C56 pair has a less attrac
tive light quark hyperfine expectation27/3 and can also
contribute to the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel. As first noted b
Karliner and Lipkin @27# ~KL !, however, with CM interac-
tions, coupling thes̄ spin to theS51 pair in such a way as to
make the total spin of the three-quark correlation 1/2 lead
a reversal of the ordering of the hyperfine energies of the
correlated light quark states, once the, s̄ interactions are
taken into account. Indeed, in theSU(3)F limit, the hyper-
fine expectation of the JW correlated state, including thes̄,
remains unchanged at24, while that of the KL correlated
state is lowered to217/3. Form̂50.6 the expectations are
24 for the JW state and213/3 for the KL state. The, s̄
interactions not only make the KL correlation lower in e
ergy than the JW correlation, but also couple the two co
lated configurations. This effect is especially important
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theSU(3)F-broken case,m̂50.6, where the JW and KL con
figurations are close to degenerate. The CM hyperfine ma
in the JW, KL subspace of the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel is,
suppressingCCM and the spatial matrix elements

S 24 22A3m̂

22A3m̂ 2
7

3
2

10

3
m̂D . ~6!

The lowest eigenvalue is28.4 for m̂51 and 26.2 for m̂
50.6, in both cases significantly lower than expectation
either the JW or KL configuration. The optimal combinatio
is a roughly equal admixture of the JW and KL correlation
The ISC overlap with N123N45 for such a configuration is
;21/5 for our phase conventions, again providing a natu
explanation for the narrow width of a state dominated
such a configuration and lying at 1540 MeV. The above
sults of course neglect cross-cluster interactions, as we
additional antisymmetrization-induced effects between
clusters. They also neglect the presence of other attrac
configurations~for example,,,, s̄ with I 51/2, color 3̄and
spin 1 produced by coupling thes̄ to a ,,, configuration
with I 51/2, color 8 and S,51). These are less attractiv
than the JW and KL configurations, but can also mix with t
above combination of JW and KL states. As we will s
below, the results of the full calculation~which includes all
cross-cluster interactions and is fully antisymmetrized in
coordinates of the four light quarks! are in good agreemen
with the estimates just given for the optimal hyperfine exp
tation. This observation suggests that the optimized com
nation of KL and JW correlations dominates the lowest-lyi
state in the (I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel.

We now present the results obtained by constructing
full set of completely antisymmetrized states allowed in ea
channel for the light quark@31#L configuration and comput
ing and diagonalizing the resulting hyperfine matrix. In ea
case we quote only the lowest eigenvalue in the channe
question. Details of the construction and calculations will
presented elsewhere@75#.

We first comment briefly on the structure of the spat
matrix elements in the@31#L sector. Using theS2

123S2
34 la-

beling, the @31#L S4 irrep has a basis$uSS&,uSA&,uAS&%.
Writing the hyperfine matrix element between two fully a
tisymmetrized statesu@n#& and u@m#& as

^@n#uHGB,CMu@m#&56^@n#uHGB,CM
12 u@m#&

14^@n#uHGB,CM
45 u@m#&, ~7!

one finds that the matrix elements involve the following,
general nonzero, spatial matrix elements^mu f (r 12)um& and
^mu f (r 45)um&, with m5SS,SA,AS, and^SSu f (r 45)uSA&. In
the ‘‘schematic’’ approximation all the diagonal matrix el
ments are set equal to 1 while the off-diagonal 45 ma
element is set equal to zero. In general, however,
^ASu f (r 12)uAS& matrix element will be suppressed relativ
to the ^SSu f (r 12)uSS& and ^SAu f (r 12)uSA& matrix elements
~it, in fact, must vanish for zero range interactions!. In the
0-8
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Z* RESONANCES: PHENOMENOLOGY AND MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 094020 ~2004!
GB model, the explicit form of the spatial dependence u
in the model results in a suppression

^ASu f ~r 12!uAS&

^SSu f ~r 12!uSS&
.0.3 ~8!

if one employs a Gaussian wave function withp-wave exci-
tations in the light quark coordinates. This result is mu
closer to the zero range than to the schematic limit. T
relations among the other matrix elements are also no
general, well-approximated by the schematic approximat

In generating results for the GB case we have emplo
the actual spatial dependence employed by the proponen
the model, but also quote the results in the ‘‘schematic’’ lim
for comparison. The results are given in Table V.

For the CM case we quote results for both a ‘‘zero rang
and ‘‘finite range’’ treatment of the spatial dependence. F
the zero range case we employf (rW i j )5d3(rW i j ), while for the
finite range case we employ a Gaussian with wid
;1/3 f m. The results are then quoted with an overall fac
of CCM^SSu f (r 12)uSS& factored out. The results are given
Table VI. In both the GB and CM cases, one can use

TABLE V. The lowest eigenvalues of^HGB& for positive parity
Z* channels. The results are in units ofCGB^SSu f (r 12)uSS&. The
heading ‘‘schematic’’ refers to the schematic treatment~neglect! of
the spatial dependence inHGB , the heading ‘‘realistic’’ to the use o
the explicit spatial dependence described in Ref.@71#.

(I ,J) Schematic Realistic

~0,1/2! 228.0 221.9
~0,3/2! 29.3 210.5
~0,5/2! 4.0 1.7
~1,1/2! 221.3 217.1
~1,3/2! 221.3 217.1
~1,5/2! 0.0 20.9
~2,1/2! 2.7 0.8
~2,3/2! 28.0 26.2
~2,5/2! 28.0 26.2

TABLE VI. The lowest eigenvalues of^HCM& for positive parity
Z* channels. ZR and FR denote the zero range and finite ra
versions of the CM spatial dependence, respectively. The result
in units of CCM^SSu f (r 12)uSS&.

(I ,J) m̂51 m̂51 m̂50.6 m̂50.6
~ZR! ~FR! ~ZR! ~FR!

~0,1/2! 26.86 28.26 25.14 26.23
~0,3/2! 23.82 23.11 22.27 22.01
~0,5/2! 2.58 3.03 2.01 2.51
~1,1/2! 25.60 27.84 23.92 25.81
~1,3/2! 22.19 22.66 21.46 21.78
~1,5/2! 2.58 3.09 2.22 2.61
~2,1/2! 1.08 20.49 1.88 0.19
~2,3/2! 0.09 22.02 1.17 20.47
~2,5/2! 3.33 3.37 3.07 2.91
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schematic limit to test the reliability of the calculation sinc
in that limit, the expectations can again be determined us
group-theoretic methods.

C. Comments on the pentaquark results

Although the crudeness of the treatment of vacuum
sponse in the models prevents the one-body energies,
hence also the absolute location of any particular state, f
being reliably predicted, the relative orderings, as well as
splittings, in the models are well determined, and hence a
nable to comparison with experimental data. In the G
model, the excitation energy to promote one of the lig
quarks to ap wave is;250 MeV @71#. In the CM case, for
correlations of the type expected to dominate the most
vored pentaquark channel, the excitation energy is expe
to be;210 MeV @27#. We find that, in both the GB and CM
cases, the increase in the hyperfine energy in going from
negative to the positive parity sector is more than enough
compensate for the orbital excitation energy. The lowest
ing pentaquark state in both models is thus predicted to h
positive parity. In both cases this state hasI 50, ST51/2,
and is to be identified with theQ. Thus, depending on the
sign of any possible spin-orbit force, the quantum numb
of the Q are predicted to beI 50, with JP either 1/21 or
3/21. As we will explain below, other phenomenological in
put strongly favors the former assignment. The 1/21 state
also lies lowest for the quantitative estimate of theLW •SW split-
ting given in Ref.@46#. Note that the ‘‘schematic’’ approxi-
mation is, in general, rather unreliable. In particular, in t
(I ,ST)5(0,1/2) channel, to which theQ must be assigned, i
leads to a 77% overestimate of the size of the hyper
attraction, relative toKN, in the GB case.

The next lowest positive parity states in the GB mod
correspond to the degenerate pair (I ,ST)5(1,1/2) and~1,
3/2!, predicted to lie at;1685 MeV, before spin orbit inter-
actions are taken into account. Spin orbit splitting will ma
either the P11 or P13 state lowest in the first case, and e
the P11 or P15 state lowest in the second. No resonance
been reported in this region in any of these channels, tho
a KN P13 resonance is claimed at 1811 MeV. The first sp
isospin excitation of theQ thus appears in the same vicinit
as in the soliton model, and hence also corresponds to
excitation energy which is, on current evidence, too small
a factor of;2. The other attractive hyperfine state is th
with (I ,ST)5(0,3/2), predicted to lie at;1855 MeV. Since
a P01 resonance is seen in this region~at 1831 MeV!, the GB
model naturally accommodates such a state, provided
spin-orbit couplings favor the low spin state in theI 50 sec-
tor. This identification would then simultaneously requi
identifying theQ with theJP51/21 configuration. The low-
est of the negative parity configurations not having
s-wave fall-apart mode is predicted to have quantum nu
bersI 50, JP53/22 and a hyperfine expectation;345 MeV
less attractive than theQ. Taking into account the orbita
excitation energy, one expects this state to lie
;1640 MeV. The D03 resonance claimed experimentally
located at 1788 MeV, so the GB prediction gives a predict
for the negative parity excitation energy which is a factor
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.2 too small, though the quantum numbers of the lowe
lying negative parity state are in agreement with the exp
mental claim.

In the CM model, the next lowest positive parity sta
after theQ has (I ,ST)5(1,1/2). Depending on the range o
the effective interaction, it lies between;30 and 95 MeV
above theQ. Although it has ap-wave fall-apart mode,
which is suppressed only by barrier penetration, the unde
ing KN tunneling width~at least for a square well of hadron
size! does not grow rapidly enough with energy to make su
a state broad unless it lies in the upper part of this range.
what would appear to be the more realistic~finite range!
version of the model, therefore, one would expect to h
seen this state experimentally. The first spin-parity excitat
of the Q ~which should correspond to either the P11 or P
wave! is thus again predicted to lie significantly too low
the spectrum, at least for the finite range version of the C
model. The next positive parity state has (I ,ST)5(0,3/2),
and is predicted to lie between 1755 and 1855 MeV, depe
ing on the range of the interaction. If theJ51/2 state is
favored by the spin-orbit couplings, then, as in the GB ca
this allows the identification of this state with the claim
P01 resonance at 1831 MeV, and forces the choiceJP

51/21 for the spin parity of theQ on us. Finally, with the
CM interaction, the (I ,ST)5(1,3/2) state is predicted to lie
in the range 1815 to 1870 MeV. The lowest state, after sp
orbit coupling, will have either P11 or P15 quantum nu
bers. No such state is seen, though it is predicted to lie
nificantly above thep-wave DK threshold, and so may b
rather broad. The lowest negative parity configuration wi
out ans-wave fall-apart mode, as for the GB case, is p
dicted to have quantum numbers (I ,JP)5(0,3/22). Taking
into account the difference of the hyperfine splitting relat
to theQ and the estimated orbital excitation energy@27#, it is
expected to lie;240 MeV above theQ, i.e., near 1780
MeV. It is thus natural to identify it with the claimed D0
resonance at 1788 MeV.

V. QCD SUM RULE AND LATTICE STUDIES

In this section we comment briefly on the results obtain
in recent QCD sum rule@47–49# and lattice@50,51,76# stud-
ies. References@49–51# all report evidence for a negativ
parity assignment for theQ. The two analysis framework
both have a rigorous relation to QCD so, if all approxim
tions were under control in these studies, the question of
parity of theQ would be settled, and all of the models di
cussed above would be ruled out. We show that it not
possible to reach such a conclusion.

A. Lattice studies

Reference@50# is a quenched study with Wilson gaug
and fermion actionsL;2 fm and lattice spacinga varying
between 0.171 and 0.093 fm. Finite size effects were inv
tigated and a linear extrapolation ina performed. The range
of light quark massesmq studied corresponds tomp in the
range;4002650 MeV. A linear extrapolation to physica
mq was employed. TheJP51/26, I 50,1 channels were al
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investigated. In most cases a single interpolating field w
used, but on the largest lattice, and at the largest quark m
variable linear combinations of two interpolating fields we
employed. Studying the resulting 232 correlation matrix al-
lowed a convincing separation of the scattering state fr
the nonscattering state, at thismq @77#. In the full analysis,
the lowestZ* resonance was found to occur in theI 50 JP

51/22 channel. One should bear in mind that the res
quoted in Eq.~3.2! of Ref. @50#,

mI 50,JP51/2251539650 MeV, ~9!

corresponds to the smallest value ofa, andnot to the result
of the continuum extrapolation shown in Fig. 4 of Ref.@50#.
The latter is not explicitly quoted but, reading from the fi
ure, would correspond to roughly

mI 50,JP51/22514656115 MeV. ~10!

The continuum-extrapolatedI 50, 1/21 state, again from
Fig. 4, has a mass

mI 50,JP51/21.1.9 mI 50,JP51/22 @50#. ~11!

Reference@51# is also a quenched study with unimprove
Wilson gauge and fermion action. A single lattice spacin
a50.068 fm, and lattice size,L.2.2 fm were employed.
The values ofmq used correspond tomp in the range 600–
1000 MeV and, again, a linear chiral extrapolation was
sumed. A single interpolating field withI 50, coupling to
both theJP51/26 channels, was employed and the proje
tion onto individual parities performed. It is claimed that tw
plateaus are seen in the effective mass plot, one corresp
ing to the KN scattering state, and one to the relevantZ*
resonance, though this claim has been questioned@76#.
Again, the 1/22 mass is found to be the lower of the two
with

mI 50,JP51/2251760690 MeV ~12!

and

mI 50,JP51/215~1.560.1!mI 50,JP51/22. ~13!

Note that the chirally extrapolatedN andK masses come ou
somewhat high in the simulation (1050630 and 520
610 MeV, respectively!, so if one estimates theZ* reso-
nance masses using the chirally extrapolated values of
ratios to the threshold massmN1mK , as in Ref.@50#, the I
50, 1/22 mass would be reduced to 1610 MeV, reducing t
disagreement with the estimate of Ref.@50#.

The third lattice study@76# is again quenched, with only a
single lattice spacing, but employs, instead of Wilson ferm
ons, overlap fermions. Much lighter quark masses
reached than in the other simulations, with a minimum p
mass ofmp.180 MeV. Both theI 50, JP51/26 channels
were considered. TheKN scattering states, and also the gho
state in the positive parity channel, were all clearly iden
fied, but no signal for either a positiveor negative parityQ
was seen.
0-10
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We comment here that it is almost certainly crucial
push the simulations down to the lowmq values reported in
Ref. @76#. Given the expected intimate relation between p
taquark configurations and states of the excited baryon s
trum, a natural place to look for guidance on this issue
results of recent lattice studies of the S11 and Roper re
nances@78#. If one takes only those parts of the results
Ref. @78# corresponding to the range ofmq employed in ei-
ther Ref. @50# or Ref. @51#, one finds that~i! the negative
parity N* lies significantly lower than the positive parityN*
for all suchmq and~ii ! if one makes a linear extrapolation o
the ratiosmS11/mN and mRoper/mN to physicalmq , the re-
sulting ‘‘prediction’’ for the physical ratiomRoper/mS11 is
.1.32 for extrapolation based on the range employed in R
@51# and .1.25 for extrapolation based on the range e
ployed in Ref.@50#, in both cases in serious disagreeme
with experiment@79#. The source of the problem turns out
be the use of the linear chiral extrapolation: the results of
actual simulation are far from linear belowmp.400 MeV,
displaying a crossover of the positive and negative pa
levels aroundmp.240 MeV and producing a central valu
for the mass ratiomRoper/mS11.0.94 at physicalmq , in ex-
cellent agreement with experiment. Whether or not a sim
low-mq behavior is to be expected for theZ* signals found
using pentaquark interpolating fields is not known at pres
TheN* results, however, clearly signal the potential dang
in assuming the validity of a linear extrapolation from t
large quark masses used in the simulations of Refs.@50,51#.
This indicates to us that reaching a definitive conclusion
the parity of theQ is not yet possible on the basis of curre
simulations.

B. QCD sum rule studies

All three QCD sum rule studies in the literature empl
the Borel transformed dispersive sum rule formulation, w
a single-pole-plus-continuum ansatz for the spectral func
and factorization estimates for condensates of dimensioD
56 and higher. Reference@47# considers theJ51/2 I 50,1
and 2 channels. No parity projection is performed, so b
negative and positive parityZ* states can, in principle, con
tribute to the spectral function of the correlators employ
The continuum threshold parameter,s0, is taken to lie be-
tween 3.6 and 4.4 GeV2, while the Borel mass,M, is varied
over the range 1.5–2.5 GeV. Sinces0 /M2 is less than or.1
over much of this range, significant continuum contributio
will be present. Masses of 1560, 1590, and 1530 MeV
quoted for theI 50,1 and 2Z* states, respectively, with
errors of order 150 MeV in all cases.

Reference@48# considers theI 50, J51/2 channel, again
without parity projection. Two interpolating fields, combine
with a variable relative coefficient, are employed. The Bo
mass is varied over the range 2 GeV2,M2,3 GeV2, while
s054.060.4 GeV2, so continuum contributions will be les
significant than in Ref.@47#. A resultm515506100 MeV is
quoted for theQ mass.

Reference@49# ~SDO! also considers only theI 50, J
51/2 channel, but performs a parity projection to separ
the P51 and P52 cases. A single interpolating field i
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employed, with 1 GeV,M,2 GeV, and 3.24 GeV2,s0

,4.0 GeV2. It is argued that noZ* signal is seen in the
positive parity channel, while a mass of;1500 MeV is
quoted in the negative parity channel.

We now comment on these analyses. The first point
relevance is that, taking the expressions and OPE param
values given in each reference, and varyings0 to look for a
stability window inM for the physical output (Z* mass!, one
finds that no such stability window exists so long as o
imposes the constraint of spectral positivity. The absence
such a stability window typically signals the existence
problems with the approximations used on either the OPE
spectral integral side of the sum rules~or both!. Such prob-
lems can arise from an overly-simple form of the spect
ansatz and/or poor convergence withD of the integrated
OPE series. One similarly finds no stability of the putati
Z* mass with respect to the relative coefficient of the tw
interpolating fields used in Ref.@48#, suggesting that the low
est state has not been successfully separated from the
spectral contributions. In the cases where no parity pro
tion has been performed, the lack of stability might res
from the presence of reasonably isolated low-lying state
both parity channels. In such a situation, the form of t
spectral ansatz means that the spectral contribution of
higher of the two low-lyingP56 states must be approxi
mated as part of the continuum contribution. Such an
proximation can be rather inaccurate, especially if~as for the
pentaquark correlators! the continuum version of the spectr
function is a strongly increasing function ofs. In such a
situation, however, the results of the analysis could still
interpreted, qualitatively, as indicating the need for low-lyi
spectral strength, and hence of a low-lying pentaquark c
figuration.

A more serious potential problem is the convergence w
D of the integrated OPE series. In general, as the numbe
elementary fields in the composite interpolating opera
grows, OPE contributions of a given dimension correspo
to higher and higher numbers of loops, and hence rece
stronger and stronger numerical loop suppression factor
their coefficients. At a given Borel massM, this means that
higher D contributions for pentaquark correlators will typ
cally be much more important relative, for example, to t
well-determinedD50 ~perturbative! and D54 contribu-
tions than is the case for ordinary meson and baryon corr
tors. This is a significant potential problem since higherD
condensates are typically not known phenomenologic
and end up being estimated by the vacuum saturat
factorization approximation~VSA!. This approximation is
known to be rather crude~being in error by a factor of
;1.524 for theD56 contributions to various combination
of vector and axial vector correlators for which reliable d
terminations from data exist@80,81#!, and hence can be th
source of significant theoretical systematic errors if higheD
contributions are dominant. One can, of course, in princip
simply go to largerM in order to further suppress higherD
contributions relative to well-known low-dimension one
but doing so without simultaneously increasings0 leads to a
spectral integral dominated by continuum contributions, a
hence to large errors on any extracted resonance parame
0-11
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Increasings0, however, is typically not an option since on
requires a realistic ansatz for the spectral function in
region belows0 and, if s0 is large, that region of the spec
trum can no longer be sensibly approximated by a sin
narrow resonance contribution.

In discussing the question of the convergence withD of
the OPE series, we concentrate on the SDO analysis s
the projection onto the separate parity channels make
more likely that the single-pole-plus-continuum ansatz c
be safely employed. After transferring ‘‘continuum’’ spectr
contributions to OPE side, the SDO sum rules are of
form

ul6u2e2m6
2 /M2

5
1

M12F (
D52n

cD

^OD&

MD
6 (

D52n11
cD

^OD&

MD11G ,

~14!

wherem6 is the mass of theJP51/26 Z* state,l6 is the
strength of its coupling to the interpolating field and thecD
depend ons0 /M2. A similar relation holds for the derivative
with respect to 1/M2. The ratio of these two expression
from which ul6u2 cancels, is used to determinem6 . In SDO
the sums on the RHS include terms up to and includingD
56. We will now argue that, at the scales employed in
analysis, large contributions ofD.6 arenecessarilypresent,
so that the conclusions based on including terms only u
D56 are not reliable.

To see this, recall that spectral positivity requires that
coefficient of the exponential on the left-hand side~LHS! of
Eq. ~14! is positive. If the spectral ansatz is sensible~a nec-
essary condition for the extracted resonance paramete
have physical meaning!, a negative value for the truncate
sum on the OPE side of the equationnecessarilyimplies that
numerically non-negligible positive OPE contributions ha
been neglected in the truncation employed. In Table VII
list the contributions to the OPE side of Eq.~14! for M
51.5 GeV ~the midpoint of the SDO range! and alls0 em-
ployed by SDO. We see that~i! the D55 contribution is
dominant and~ii ! the truncated OPE sum is negative fors0
52.56 and 3.24 GeV2. The former observation shows th
the series of the dominant chirally odd~odd dimension! con-
tributions shows no sign of convergence for any of thes0

TABLE VII. Contributions to the OPE side of the sum rule o
Eq. ~14! for those terms (D<6) included in the analysis of Ref
@49#. The upper sign for the chirally odd~odd dimension! contribu-
tions corresponds to the positive parity case, the lower sign to
negative parity case.

s0 ~GeV!

D 2.56 3.24 4.0

0 0.00016 0.00052 0.00138
1 60.00009 60.00027 60.00065
3 60.00149 60.00339 60.00673
4 0.00040 0.00083 0.00149
5 70.00315 70.00576 70.00943
6 0.00029 0.00047 0.00070
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considered while the latter demonstrates unambiguously
D.6 OPE contributions cannot be neglected in the posit
parity channel. Since those same contributions enter
negative parity sum rule, with either the same or oppos
sign, the truncated series for the negative parity case is
shown to be unreliable. Thus, unfortunately, at those sc
where one can hope to make a sensible ansatz for ths
,s0 part of the spectral function, the convergence of t
OPE is too slow withD to allow a determination of the
separate negative and positive parityZ* masses using the
Borel sum rule technique.

One might consider trying to redo the sum rule analysis
the finite energy sum rule~FESR! framework where, through
the choice of the weight function, one has control over
dimensions of the terms in the OPE which contribute~up to
corrections suppressed by additional powers ofas). It is
known that the ‘‘pinch-weighted’’ version of such FESR
are very well satisfied at the scales in question, in chann
where they have been tested@81,82#. However, with the
higherD chirally odd contributions being numerically dom
nant it is almost certainly the case that the integrated con
butions associated with the radiative corrections in the W
son coefficients for those higherD terms will not be
numerically negligible, even if one has chosen the weigh
such a way that the leading contribution integrates to zero
thus appears to us unlikely that the results of such a FE
analysis would be free of sizable theoretical systematic
certainties. In view of the above comments, we conclude
it is not possible to fix the parity of theQ through the argu-
ments which currently exist in the literature based on QC
sum rules.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Although there exist quantitative differences among
three models discussed above, we have seen that their
dictions for the spectrum ofZ* resonances are, somewh
surprisingly, in qualitative agreement. Specifically~i! the
lowest lyingZ* state is predicted to have positive, not neg
tive, parity;~ii ! the most natural quantum number assignm
for this state isI 50, JP51/21; ~iii ! the first positive parity
excitation of theQ is predicted to lie significantly lower than
indicated by current experimental data; and~iv! the lowest-
lying I 52 Z* excitation is predicted to occur rather high
the spectrum, near 2 GeV.

Although, the arguments presented so far do not rule o
JP53/21 assignment for theQ in either the GB or CM
versions of the pentaquark picture, such an assignm
would create problems in accounting for the claimed P
state at 1831 MeV. An even more compelling argument
favor of theJP51/21 assignment is given below. Quantu
numbers other than (I ,JP)5(0,1/21) for the Q would thus
represent a terminal problem for all three models.

We reiterate that existing lattice and QCD sum rule ana
ses do not yet provide a reliable framework for establish
the parity of theQ. In the case of the lattice simulations,
crucial improvement will be future work at lightmq . This is
necessary in order to avoid relying on a linear extrapolat
of results obtained usingmq values for which the analogou

e
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Z* RESONANCES: PHENOMENOLOGY AND MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 094020 ~2004!
extrapolation is known to be unreliable in theN* sector. In
the case of the sum rule analyses, the issue is the con
gence inD of the integrated OPE contributions. We ha
explained why we are pessimistic about the possibility
improving the current situation and obtaining a reliable s
rule analysis in theQ channel.

Even if the quantum numbers of theQ do turn out to be
correctly predicted, a significant potential problem, comm
to all three models, is the small predicted excitation ene
for the first spin-isospin excitation. That anI 51 Z* excita-
tion is expected no more than 150 MeV above theu in all
versions of the chiral soliton approach, as well as in b
versions of the pentaquark approach, represents a surpr
commonality between the models. However, it appears to
unlikely that such a low-lying state would have escaped
tection in both theKN scattering experiments and recent ph
toproduction experiments, especially since it is not expec
to be particularly broad in either the soliton or pentaqu
pictures. It would, of course, be highly desirable to perform
dedicated search forZ* states lying above theQ, not only to
verify that such a low-lying state has not, in fact, be
missed, but also to expand our empirical knowledge of
Z* spectrum. It would also be useful to have predictions
the soliton picture for the locations of any negative parityZ*
states.

A way in which the soliton and pentaquark predictio
may differ lies in the potential existence of spin-orbit pa
ners of the pentaquark states. However, in those cases w
the pentaquark decay is inhibited only by thep-wave cen-
trifugal barrier, the spin-orbit splitting may push the partn
states up sufficiently far that either the width becomes v
large or the higher state no longer resonates. Whether
additional states should actually show up in the spectrum
not is thus likely dependent on specific details, rather th
the basic qualitative features, of the underlying models.
understanding of the source of the spin-orbit splitting
probably required to make any progress on this question

The soliton and pentaquark approaches have many s
larities outside theZ* sector as well. Both predict an exot
I 53/2 J state lying in the same10F as theQ. Both ap-
proaches also require more than oneN state in the vicinity of
the PDG N(1710). In the case of the soliton model, th
lowest vibrational excitation is expected to dominate
Roper. Mixing between another vibrational excitation a
the 10F rotational excitation is likely required in order t
account for the dominantly nonstrange decay modes of
N(1710). In the pentaquark picture, as pointed out by Ja
and Wilczek@28#, one expects~i! degenerate8F and 10F N
states in theSU(3)F limit and ~ii ! ~probably! ideal mixing of
these states afterSU(3)F breaking is turned on. The comb
nation with no hidden strangeness should then lie below
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Q, and is a natural candidate to dominate the Roper~which
comes out consistently high in 3q quark model treatments!,
while the orthogonal combination should have hidd
strangeness and lie a similar distanceabove the Q. This
second state should, however, as in the soliton model c
decay dominantly to states containing strange particles.
other N state with these properties is thus required in
vicinity of the N(1710). TheN(1710) might then be domi-
nated by a three-light-quark radial excitation configuratio
In either picture one sees that the positive parity exci
baryon spectrum becomes considerably more complica
than previously thought, once one takes the existence of
Q into account.

We would like to stress that the existence of flavor m
tiplets degenerate in theSU(3)F limit is a very general fea-
ture, common toany version of the pentaquark picture ha
ing effective quark-antiquark interactions independent
flavor. The existence of theQ, combined with the observa
tion that the nonstrange, ideally mixed combination of the8F

and 10F must lie below theQ makes it inevitable that the
pentaquark configuration will play a major role in the stru
ture of the Roper. In fact, since there are no states sig
cantly below 1540 MeV except for the Roper and grou
state nucleon, both of which haveJP51/21, this argument,
in combination with theI 50 classification, seems to us t
leave no option other than aJP51/21 assignment for theQ
in the pentaquark picture. In addition, with typic
nonstrange-strange splittings, one would expect the n
strange state to lie somewhat below the actual Roper~a fea-
ture seen also in the soliton model@15#!. To move it up to the
observed location would then require some mixing with
lower state, i.e., the ground stateN. This then implies that
some level of pentaquark admixturemustbe present in the
N(939). A mixing of the10F into the nucleon is also seen i
the soliton model~see, e.g., the results quoted in Ref.@36#!.
Similar arguments will hold for theL, S and J channels
~and even theD channel if we take the degenerate27F % 8F
% 10F excited states into account!. Again we expect the first
positive parity excited states to have large pentaquark c
ponents, and the ground states to have at least some lev
pentaquark admixture. The existence of theQ seems to us to
leave no way out of these conclusions. This implies that
quark model treatment of the positive parity baryons must
revisited; certainly for the excited states and probably a
for the ground states.
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